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An important consequence of a result of Baer [2, p. 2981 gives necessary and 
sufficient conditions for a p-element of a group G to lie in O,(G), the largest 
normalp-subgroup of G.This result has also been proved by Suzuki [3,p. 1961 
by an entirely different argument. Its major use has been the implication 
that in a simple group every involution inverts some nonidentity element of 
odd order. We shall here provide a short proof of the Raer-Suzuki theorem, 
obtained by combining parts of each of the two proofs. All the notation is 
standard [ 11. 
THEOREM (BAER-SUZUKI). iz p-element x of a group G lies in O,(G) $ 
and only if, any two conjugates of x generate a p-subgroup of G. 
One part of this result is clear; hence, we need only assume that K is a 
conjugacy class of p-elements of G, any two elements of K generate a p-sub- 
group, and K CZ O,(G), and derive a contradiction. 
First, we shall prove that there exist Sylow p-subgroups P and Q such that 
K n P + K n Q. Indeed, let P be any Sylow p-subgroup of G. Then since 
<K) is not a p-group, K $ P. Choose y E K - P and a Sylow p-subgroup Q 
containing y. Clearly, K CT P + K CT Q. 
Among all pairs P and Q of Sylow p-subgroups such that K n P ;” K n Q, 
choose a pair such that 1 K n P n Q 1 is maximal. Since P and Q are conjugate 
1 KnPI = / KnQj,fromwhichitfollowsthatKnP$QandKnQeP. 
SetD = (k-n PnQ), and choose a series of subgroups 
D = P,CP,C...CP, = P, 
such that each index 1 P, : Pjpl / is p. Since K CI P $ Q, we have K n P g D. 
Let i be the smallest positive integer such that K n Pi g K n D, and pick 
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xcKnP s $ D. We assert that x normalizes D. In fact, .Y normalizes 
P,_i as PI I P,-i 1 = p. Hence .Y normalizes K n Pjel , which equals K n D 
hi- choice of i. Thus, x normalizes (K n D) = D, as claimed. Similarly, 
there is y E K n Q, y $ D such that y normalizes D. 
Now since X, y E K, we have that (x, y> is a p-group, by hypothesis. 
Since “x, ye normalizes D, (x, y, D) is a p-group. Let R be a Splow p-sub- 
group of C containing (x, y, D>. Then K n P n R 1 (K n D) u {x} and so 
/KnPnRi> j K n D ; = 1 K n P n Q I. Similarly, ~ R n Q n I? ~ ‘I 
! Kn PnQ ~. By our maximal choice of / R n P n Q /, it follows that 
K n P K n R = K n Q, a contradiction. 
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